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Multiple-choice poll

Do you like to come to Brussels for meetings linked to EU Research and Innovation Policy?

- Yes, I love it [42%]
- Okayish, that's my job [50%]
- I do it only as a last option, when I cannot find anybody to whom I can delegate it [8%]
Multiple-choice poll

Do you prefer to be coordinator or participant in an EU project?

- either way ok: 40%
- coordinator: 21%
- participant: 38%
- no interest in EU projects: 1%
Multiple-choice poll

How is Factories of the Future and EFFRA performing, compared to other Partnerships or compared to ordinary calls?

FoF and EFFRA are doing very well, definetely above average

- 70%

no big differences; all the same in the end

- 30%

FoF and EFFRA are definately one of the worst

- 0%
Multiple-choice poll

During the negotiations with the Commission, which position shall EFFRA take:

defend a realistic position in terms of KPIs and expectations 85%

be more relaxed about it 15%
What do you think of Digital Innovation Hubs?

- A great initiative: 27%
- Not so great: 15%
- In fact a duplication of existing things: 57%
Do you think the EU’s Digital Innovation Hubs policy and plans are:

- crystall clear
  - 2%

- good
  - 5%

- okayish
  - 32%

- irritating & confusing
  - 64%
Which of these partnerships of cluster "Digital&Industry" do you think are most interesting for possible cooperation? (indicate maximum 3)

1/2

- AI/Big Data/Robotics: 96%
- ECSEL (Electronic Components and Systems): 28%
- SPIRE (Sustainable Process industry): 57%
- Photonics: 21%
- 5G successor partnership: 18%
Which of these partnerships of cluster "Digital&Industry" do you think are most interesting for possible cooperation? (indicate maximum 3)

- Metrology (EURAMET) 20%
- High Performance Computing 14%
- Clean Steel 10%
Which of these partnerships from OTHER Clusters do you think are most interesting for possible cooperation? (indicate maximum 3) (1/2)

- Green Vehicles: 57%
- Clean Aviation / Clean Sky: 46%
- Shift to Rail: 24%
- Clean Hydrogen: 8%
- Construction / buildings: 17%
Which of these partnerships from OTHER Clusters do you think are most interesting for possible cooperation? (indicate maximum 3) (2/2)

- Automated road transport: 21%
- Batteries: 26%
- Clean Energy: 26%
- Biobased economy: 21%
- Maritime: 18%